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The phenome of a plant is the sum of all observable phenotypes for that plant. Phe-
notypes are observable characteristics or traits of a plant. These traits generally
reflect a combination of influences from the genotype of the plant and the environ-
ment in which the plant has grown and developed. Collecting phenotypic data has
traditionally been a slow and costly manual process, albeit one highly necessary for
plant breeding and the development of improved agronomic practices. As a result
automated methods for plant phenotyping analysis have become an active research
field in recent years. Image-based plant phenotyping analysis facilitates extraction
of meaningful phenotypes by analyzing a large volume of plants in a relatively short
period of time with little or no manual intervention. This thesis introduces a study
of specific phenotype: the timing of emergence from the soil for new seedlings.
We define emergence to be the time when the plant is first visible above the surface
of the soil. Emergence is an important phenotype which not only reflects variation
in seed quality and incomplete breaking of dormancy for seeds of different genotypes
or seeds produced under different conditions but also helps determine various aspects
of the plant growth at an early stage. Uneven emergence timing is associated with
lower yields and poor farmer acceptance.
Current methods for detected emergence require manual inspection and gener-
ally have a precision of only approximately 24 hrs. Several different definitions of
emergence are employed, some of which define emergence to be the time when first
leaf of the plant is visible to provide ease of detection. In this thesis, we present an
automated approach to determine the timing of emergence, presented in form of a
time window from a sequence of images. The upper bound of the window is esti-
mated by using a backward (in time) examination of the images starting at a time
when there is confirmed emergence. This is determined by first segmenting the plant
from background soil. Then we determine the time when the plant is green enough
and big enough to be differentiated from the soil. Spatial information of the plant is
used to segment the plant at night to accommodate illumination and color variations.
The lower bound of the emergence window is determined by analyzing the move-
ment in soil before emergence of the plant using optical flow. Adding information on
variation in the amount of green signal included in each individual time-lapse image
complements the accuracy of the lower bound placement.
The emergence detection algorithm is evaluated with a set of 76 plants captured
at 5 mins interval. Emergence was observed in 40 plants and results show that the
predicted time of emergence for 95% of the plants was within 10 hours and for 70%
of the plants was under 4 hours of the ground truth.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Agriculture has played a pivotal role in human civilization. Due to the gradual
depletion of resources, it's importance has only elevated in our lives. Thus, research
in plant science has gained great attention and importance. Methods such as precision
farming focus on agriculture from a broad perspective, whereas other methods observe
the growth involve sampling and destructive analysis. Plant phenotyping is another
such method that is used to study the changes in traits of plant by variation in its
gene structure or environment.
The phenome of a plant is the sum of all observable phenotypes for that plant.
Phenotypes are observable characteristics or traits of a plant. These traits generally
reflect a combination of influences from the plant's genes and the environment it has
grown and developed. Similarly, a genotype of an organism is the inherited instruc-
tions it carries within its genome. Hence, plant phenotyping can be defined as an
assessment of plant traits such as growth, tolerance, architecture etc., under different
environmental conditions or with variation in genotype. However, researchers today
2consider it to be a method to classify the gene importance by observing variability
in phenotype over huge genetic collections. In the last decade, research has been
dedicated to improve the pace of the experiments along with reducing the costs.
Image based phenotyping facilitates analysis with minimal or no manual inter-
vention with cost effectiveness. The analysis is non-destructive in nature and hence
allows study of multiple phenotypes at different stages of plant life cycle for the
same plant. Mapping of genome based on a phenome requires correlation on a large
dataset to confidently classify its purpose, hence analysis needs to be performed on
large datasets. Image based analysis make the analysis of such large datasets easier
along with providing speed.
In this thesis, we study the phenotype, i.e., time of emergence of the new seedlings
from the soil. Emergence has no unique definition and it is defined differently by
different observers. Arnold et al., defined emergence of Sorghum halepense as the
time when the first leaf of a seedling was fully expanded[1]. Forcella et al., defined
it as `A stricter, but equally arbitrary definition of emergence might be the first
appearance of a seedling at the soil surface'[2]. We would like to define emergence as
first appearance of plant at the soil surface.
Emergence differs significantly from germination. Germination is defined as the
process by which a dormant seeds starts to grow into a plant. This process starts
inside the soil or any medium where the seed was sowed. It is not always possible to
observe the beginning of this process due to the medium it is sowed in. In this report
we would like to refer to germination as the start of the process inside the soil which
cannot be observed, this differentiates it from emergence. Also the use of the term
germination could be used to describe the success of the plant being able to survive
in its conditions and make it to the surface of the soil.
31.2 Importance and applications
Emergence is treated as one of the important early stage indicator of plant growth.
It helps to study the germination rate and predict overall growth of plant. Forcella et
al., describes it as `the single most important phenological event that influences the
success of an annual plant'[2]. He suggested that the time of emergence can help to
determine several aspects of plant health, i.e., whether a plant successfully competes
with its neighbors, or infected with diseases, or it will be able to flower, reproduce
and mature by the end of the growing season.
Several studies have been conducted to evaluate the factors affecting germination
in plants and dormancy of seeds. Emergence acts as an indicator to measure the
success of germination in such studies. Soltaniet al., studied the effect of temperature
and sowing depth for chickpeas[3]. Work was also done to observe the effect of
different gases on the pre-emergence conditions, for example, Roberts et al., studied
seed longevity under the presence of oxygen [4] and Ashraf et al., studied coleoptile
elongation under hypoxia[5]. Akbarian et al., studied effects of LED Lighting for
seedling emergence[6].
Emergence can not only act as a way to understand the genotype based on the
phenome and its environment but also to determine the environmental conditions by
modelling its behavior. For example, Soybeans accumulate more concentrations of
heavy metals than recommended limit [7]. Hence seed germination and root elonga-
tion tests are conducted to assess the toxicity of organic and inorganic compounds
including heavy metals.
Hall et al., attempted to signify the difference in germination rate of standard
germination tests under controlled lab conditions versus field emergence[8]. An au-
tomated approach to determine emergence in field like condition aid and encourage
4such studies.
Other applications of the algorithm can be in machine vision for farming. Farming
has evolved over the years by means of introduction of machines, which help the farm-
ers automate a large portion of their work. C. L. McCarthy describes several machine
vision application and their importance like assessment of plant condition and mea-
surement of growth conditions in her work applied machine vision of plants[9]. A new
industry of small scale farming and personal farming is arising giving opportunities
to individuals to grow and control their own produce. Companies like FarmBot Inc.
(2016) and are encouraging this trend along with providing automation to meet the
busy lifestyle of people with the help of machine vision. Our algorithm can be a first
step to contribute to real-time monitoring of plants to detect events like emergence.
1.3 Problem definition
The aim of the thesis is to develop an automated software to determine the emergence
time in plants from a time-lapse image sequence. We assume that these images
are captured by a fixed camera and at regular intervals. The following facts added
challenges to plant segmentation: illumination changes throughout the day, emergence
at night and varying size and color of newly emerged plant. These problems are
discussed in detail in the methodology chapter along with the approach adopted to
overcome them.
1.4 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are as folllows,
5 We have developed an algorithm to determine emergence events (time) of plants
in natural light conditions
 We have proposed a symbiotic segmentation algorithm that leverages segmen-
tation at day time for night time segmentation and vice versa
 We have demonstrated efficacy of the algorithms with a set of plants grown in
green house conditions
1.5 Approach
We propose an efficient approach to detect the emergence in plants by leveraging the
spatial and temporal information of the plant after germination. This is achieved by
starting the segmentation after emergence where the coleoptile is about to reach the
first leaf stage. This provides us with the spatial location of the plant. Then the
plant growth sequence in reverse using the time-lapse imagery is analyzed. This aids
in tracking the growth of the plant all the way till the emergence. Lastly, we classify
when the plant has emerged. This is achieved by statistically analyzing the growth
rate of the coleoptile and the movement in the soil around it is obtained from the
growth sequence.
1.6 Plant emergence
This section describes the anatomy of a seedling to familiarize the readers with the
plant terminologies used in this report. Coleoptile is the protective sheath that
emerges out of the soil during germination. It protects the first leaf inside of the
plant inside it. Fig.1.1 shows the anatomy of the seedling during emergence along
with a separation between the coleoptile and first leaf.
6Figure 1.1: Anatomy of an emerging seedling
1.7 Thesis outline
This section describes the topics covered in the thesis report and their organization.
In Chapter 2, we discuss related work in the field of image based plant phenotyp-
ing. Chapter 3 defines the problem formally and the approach to address it. We
also list the scope of the thesis and our assumptions in it. Chapter 4 describes the
experiments conducted to collect the datasets used for the thesis. Chapter 5 details
the implementation of the approach and analyzes results obtained for our datasets.
Chapter 6 concludes the report and provides suggestions for future work.
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Literature Review
2.1 Image acquisition techniques for plant
phenotyping
Automated plant phenotyping requires equipment setup for image acquisition and
several setup options are available depending on the study being conducted and its
requirement. Automated phenotyping solutions are available for high throughput
studies where several thousands of plants can be imaged in a single day. (LemnaTec
Inc., 1998) is one such company that provides these solutions. Controlled growth
and imaging conditions are available to achieve desired environmental conditions for
plants. Advanced imaging techniques are also available in such setups for capturing
data in fluorescent light, infrared cameras, hyperspectral images etc. Such facilities
have two problems when high throughput is not required, experimental setup in small
labs for greater control over experiment along with image acquisition at fine timescale
and availability due to high costs of the equipment.
Walter et al., developed a procedure called GROWSCREEN to acquire and eval-
8uate high quality images in plants that have been raised in standard laboratory
conditions[10]. The image acquisition setup used in GROWSCREEN is capable of
using a moving camera mounted on perpendicular metallic stands. This allowed them
to capture individual plants or part of the setup along with use of desired sensors like
LED illumination. Time to capture images was 10 secs per frame which isn't enough
if images are to be taken at various exposures or fine scaled time-lapse imagery. The
frequency between image acquisition was restricted due to the linear displacement of
the camera along with wait time required to suppress hardware noise and vibrations in
stand. Several customized versions of GROWSCREEN like GROWSCREEN-Rhizo
by Nagel et al. were developed to meet the desired needs of the researchers[11].
PHENOPSIS is another popular phenotyping automation prototype developed by
Granier et al.[12] . PHENOPSIS also has a mechanical arm to support linear move-
ment of camera but has specific layout for the placement of plants allowing 14 trays
of pots with each tray capable to hold up to 36 pots. It relies on a software called
APIGRAF IP SOFTWARE to control the environmental conditions of the growth
chamber along with operating the camera. Although ideal for standard laboratory
conditions and small laboratories, GROWSCREEN and PHENOPSIS aren't very cost
effective if all its features aren't required.
Tsaftaris & Noutsos proposed low cost camera (~ $250), easy to setup prototype for
lab based plant phenotyping and growth chambers[13]. They used a point and shoot
camera, Canon Powershot, due to its low cost and support for an open source custom
firmware CHDK (Canon Hack Development Kit) which they rely on to control the
camera. They suggest the use of an WiFi enabled SD Card, Eye-Fi (www.eyefi.com
 Last accessed 2nd Nov'16), to solve the problem of storage space on the camera
along with cable-less, scalable, compact, weatherproof housing of setup. The study
lacks the analysis of the performance of the transfer capability of the SD. Green
9hue lamps were used for image acquisition at night time. We aim to provide similar
cost effectiveness in our image acquisition setup along with higher functionality and
quality of the dataset.
2.2 Segmentation techniques
Segmentation of plant from top view is essential part of tracking growth of the plant
and can be challenging depending on the imaging conditions. Lootens et al., proposed
8 different approaches for segmentation of plant in natural light conditions[14]. These
8 approaches were divided into three kinds, color based segmentation, texture based
segmentation and edge based methods. The accuracy achieved was 77.2% for dataset
of size 24, 048 top view images. No spatio-temporal information was available for
these images and these segmentation results were obtained purely using computer
vision techniques without any use of machine learning.
Giuffrida et al., utilized unsupervised learning to segment a rosette plant and count
its leaves[15]. Counting of leaves is obtained by regression approach using Support
Vector Regression. The features used for leaf identification were patches of leaf tips
obtained by finding the local maxima of leaves when leaves are arranged linearly.
Minerviniet al., utilized an iterative learning approach to address the problem of
segmentation for rosette plants[16]. This approach uses active contour model along
with an iterative learning approach where a plant appearance model is constructed
from previously segmented instances. The algorithm begins by determining the fea-
tures used by the plant appearance model. The features used were color information
obtain from a*, b* components from the La*b* color space and texture feature which
was chosen to be pillbox filter linearly combined with Difference of Gaussian filter.
The La*b* color space is used to reduce the variations in illuminations of the image.
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Texture based features were added to accommodate presence of other green objects
like moss. These features are then used to construct a plant appearance model using
multi variate Gaussian mixture model. The plant appearance model is updated after
every successful segmentation in online fashion. When a new plant is passed through
the model, the output is the segmentation along with a probability map which is
based on density function for every pixel value in the segmented result.
Another key feature of this algorithm is that plants need not be arranged in certain
grid or constrained environment, moreover segmentation can be performed on several
plants in a single image without having to separately segment each plant. This is
achieved by performing clustering on Excess Green color space [17] of the plant using
k-means clustering. The goal is to spatial identify the location of plants while find-
ing the separation between the plants. Subsequently, bounding boxes are calculated
around these clusters to narrow down to region of interest around the plant. Lastly
level sets are used to find accurate segmentation of plants using Chan-vese active con-
tour model [18]. Active contours provide an efficient way to model arbitrarily complex
shapes and to obtain good background-foreground separation. The overall approach
resulted in 96.4% accuracy for image segmentation outperforming the other image
based segmentation techniques. Our approach uses a similar approach to separate
plant from soil. We leverage the information available from previous segmentations
but instead of creating a learning classifier, we use it to improve the segmentation
of the active contour. Coverage of cases where no color or texture information is
available like at night and images with overexposed illumination, is not explained.
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2.3 Image based plant phenotyping techniques
Image based analysis is used in several phenotypes at different stages of their life
cycle. Choudhury et al., classified the types of phenotypes into two types, holistic
phenotypes and component based phenotypes. Holistic phenotypes considered the
plant on the whole and two holistic phenotypes convex hull and plant aspect ratio were
introduced. Other phenotypes like leaf length and number of leaves introduced were
component based phenotypes. Lot of plant phenotyping work which has been done is
on component based phenotypes and her approach of introducing holistic phenotypes
was relatively new. Pound et al., used deep learning to classify leaf tips, leaf bases, ear
tips and ear bases from the rest of the wheat plant[19]. They trained the same classifier
to differentiate root tips from leaf tips and classify root differently from shoots. They
used 2500 user annotated images to train the classifier to identify root tips and 1664
hand annotated images to train it for identifying shoot features like leaf tips, leaf
base, ear tip and ear base. They received 98.4 % accuracy in identifying the root tips
and 97.3 % accuracy in identifying the shoot features on a dataset of 8591 images
and 12085 images respectively. Extraction of features for the CNN (Convolutional
Neural Network) classifier was done by rolling a moving window throughout the image
and each window was classified as the root/shoot feature or negative. Using deep
learning for high throughput phenotyping is a good technique given the availability of
large datasets to train the classifier. Most well-known phenotypes have large amount
dataset present as they are high throughput. Mohantyet al., used deep learning with
CNN for disease detection in plants[20]. They trained the classifier on 14 crops for
26 diseases to identify presence and absence of a disease.
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2.4 Optical flow techiniques
Video streams have been a common way to determine moving objects using contextual
information. Segmentation of the desired moving objects from a video sequence is a
challenging task due to the changes in background. There are two main approaches
to detect and track the moving objects, region-based approach and boundary-based
approach. For region based approaches, Rita et al. [21] proposed a model called
Sakbot (Statistical And Knowledge-Based ObjecT detection) to classify moving ob-
jects in a scene into moving visual objects (MVO), apparent moving objects (ghosts)
and shadows. They use statistical assumptions and knowledge of moving objects
to perform this classification. Ghosts are differentiated from MVOs by measuring
the average optical flow motion for the object over time and ghosts are expected to
demonstrate significantly less average optical flow values compared to MVOs. This
technique provides us the motivation to introduce a new algorithm based on optical
flow technique to determine soil movement.
Masayuki et al. [22] proposed a contour based approach using the boundary based
optical flow algorithms to solve some of the well-known optical flow challenges while
keeping the approach robust and fast. Boundary based algorithms were chosen be-
cause edge based features are insensitive to illumination changes. Use of gradient
based optical flow techniques along with an edge detector enable their method to
achieve robustness against occlusion and interference with low computational com-
plexity.
13
Chapter 3
Methodology
Current methods require manual inspection of the plants for emergence and provide
precision up to 24 hrs. It also limits the scalability to several plants and involves
growth comparison on daily basis to determine newly emerged plants. Considering
all these factors, we developed an approach that:
 requires minimal user interaction,
 provides higher precision,
 works for natural light conditions,
 is scalable to many plants and
 accommodates emergence at night
Our approach to detect the emergence in plants by leveraging the spatial and temporal
information of plants. The overall methodology consists of three parts, computation
of spatial distribution, segmentation and computing spatial consistency. A sequence
of images I taken at regular intervals is provided to the algorithm. These images
are of the scene where plant is sowed and expected to grow. Assuming the image
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sequence contains n images, image at time t can be represented as It and plant
segment at time `t' can be represented as Pt. We use the image sequence in the
reverse chronological order for determining the spatial location of the plant through
time, i.e., algorithm is run from In, In−1, ..., It where n > t. Plant Pt is separated from
soil in It using segmentation techniques. Lastly the presence of plant is confirmed
using spatial consistency checks on the segmented plant. This is continued till we no
longer detect a plant at that spatial location, thus obtaining the emergence time τ .
Fig. 3.1 demonstrates the described approach. Our approach is designed to segment
each plant separately when several plants are given. Localizing the segmentation of
each plant provides us with ability to individually define segmentation parameters for
that plant as not all plants germinate at the same time. It also provides us with the
opportunity to increase the computation speed by computing the emergence time for
each plant in parallel.
Given:
 P = [P1, ..., Pt, ..., Pn] be the plant growth sequence where Pt is image at time
t (n > t > 1)
Determine:
 τ = emergence time of the plant. This is defined as the first appearance of
plant at the soil surface. (n > τ > 1)
 η = spatial location of the plant. This is defined as a minimum bounding box
around the region where plant emerges.
3.1 Assumptions
We made assumptions while designing the various components of the methodology.
All the assumptions made can be summarized as follows:
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Figure 3.1: Overall approach to determine emergence time τ in sequence of images I
 Images in the image sequence I are taken at regular and short intervals, approx-
imately 5 to 10 mins
 Algorithm can segment only one plant in I
 Position of camera and setup of plant remains unchanged
Apart from the above assumptions the algorithm has not been tested when there was
no imagery available at night time. These assumptions do not restrict the analysis of
the plant phenotype as the factors affecting the phenotype are not constrained and
the approach is efficient to collect the phenotype data in different conditions.
3.2 Segmentation
Segmentation techniques relies on the features of the image that provide clear sepa-
ration between the region of interest and rest of the image. This region of interest
is referred to as the foreground image and rest of the image as the background im-
age. Green color of the plant is a good feature to separate it from the soil. Ruben
et al., use it to segment Arabidopsis from the soil[23]. But the image sequence I is
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taken at regular intervals at different time of the day and night. Due to this several
illumination changes can be observed in the sequence. Fig. 3.2 depicts these changes.
(a) Image taken at 5 AM (b) Image taken at 9 AM
(c) Image taken at 9:30 AM (d) Image taken at 3 PM
Figure 3.2: Images of a plant captured at different time of the day to illustrate
illumination changes throughout the day
The image sequence also contains imagery at night which lacks the color informa-
tion to separate the background from the foreground. Hence we address the difference
in illumination and color information during day time and night time as separate seg-
mentation problems. Fig. 3.3 shows the overall segmentation approach used.
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Figure 3.3: Overall segmentation approach handling segmentation at day and night
time individually
3.2.1 Preprocessing
Fig. 3.2 shows the illumination changes in the scene due to shadows and glare. To
reduce the effect of illumination changes in the images we use HDR (High Dynamic
Range) imaging. HDR is an imaging technique which captures the image at multiple
exposures providing wider range of luminance. HDR increases the contrast in the
image and also equalizes illumination in the image. Fig. 3.4a shows image taken
without HDR (at 0 exposure bias) and Fig. 3.4b shows its HDR taken at the same
time.
HDR increases the contrast in the image but cannot eliminate the shadows com-
pletely. To reduce the effect of shadows we use histogram equalization. We equalize
the histogram with respect of a reference image. The reference image chosen is the
first image in the image sequence I to automate the process. The reference image
is not changed once chosen to keep the histogram equalized images similar to each
other.
To further enhance the green regions in the image, we produce an enhanced HDR
image from the histogram equalized image. This is done by computing the ratio
of mean intensity values of the HDR image and a reference image for each of the
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(a) Image captured without HDR (exposure
bias 0)
(b) Tonemapped HDR image for Fig.3.4a
Figure 3.4: Difference between non-HDR and HDR imagery
RGB channels. Again the reference image is chosen to be the first image in the image
sequence as it does not have plant which increases the mean ratio of the green channel.
The image is then enhanced by multiplying the RGB channels with their respective
mean ratios. If the mean ratio of the green channel is less than one, then the green
channel is not multiplied by the mean ratio. Algo. shows the pseudo code to enhance
green regions used for creating the enhanced HDR.
3.2.2 Color based segmentation
We adopted a HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) thresholder to segmentation the plant
from the soil. The threshold values were chosen based on observation on few plants.
The coleoptile part of the plant is yellowish and it is not always captured using the
color thresholder. Fig. 3.5 demonstrates the breakage in the plant segment due to the
color change between coleoptile and first leaf of the plant. The segments are dilated
to merge. However, they may not merge completely or not merge at all depending
on the distance between the separated segmented. The largest connected component
is chosen as the segmented result.
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Algorithm 1 enhanceGreenRegions: Preprocess a given image to improve seg-
mentation
1: Let :
 im be the image to be preprocessed
 ref be the reference image
2: Determine:
 îm = image with green regions enhanced
3: Seperate the RGB channels of im as imR, imG, imB respectively
4: Similarly, seperate the RGB channels of ref as refR, refG, refB respectively
5: Calculate mean ratio of intensity of im and ref for each of RGB channels as
fR, fG, fB
fR = mean(imR)/mean(refR)
fG = mean(imG)/mean(refG)
fB = mean(imB)/mean(refB)
6: Enhance the RGB channels of im to obtain îm
îmR = imR ∗ fR
îmB = imB ∗ fB
7: if fG > 1 then
8: Enhance green only when brightness factor is more than 1
îmG = imG ∗ fG
9: end if
10: return îm
3.2.3 Hierarchical Adaptive Segmentation and Tracking
(HAST)
To accommodate the images where color based segmentation will not be effective,
we introduced Hierarchical Adaptive Segmentation Tracking algorithm which uses
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(a) Plant with color change
between coleoptile and first
leaf
(b) Excess green image for
3.5a
(c) Segmentation result for
3.5a
Figure 3.5: Illustration of the broken of plant segment due to color change between
coleoptile and first leaf
the spatial information of the plant to track it over time. This spatial information
is obtained by using the image sequence in reverse. Plant segmented from It+1 is
referred as the history segment and can be obtained using HAST itself depending
on the workflow. If no information about the history segment is present, then we use
color based segmentation which acts as the input for the HAST .
HAST uses Chan-Vese active contours [18] to segment the plant from the soil
in the image It. The active contour algorithm is a region growing algorithm which
requires a seed which acts as the initial contour and a base to grow on. The seed
isPt+1, the segmentation from the image It+1 where t and t + 1 are images in the
increasing chronological image sequence I1 to In (n > 1). The base is the image on
which the segmentation is to be performed. Preprocessing is performed on the base
before applying active contours on it.
A bounding box is applied around the base to reduce the search area for the
segmentation. This bounding box can be obtained using the bounding box around
the seed. Seed's centroid is used to center the bounding box. The centering of the
bounding box is to move the bounding box according to the movement of the plant
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as it rotates and shrinks in size. The image of the with the bounding box can be
referred to as imbb.
Excess green channel in the imbb image is then obtained. To narrow down region
of interest further, a mask using Delta E segmentation is created, we refer to this as
mask∆E. Delta E segmentation is used to find colors similar to a region provided.
The seed is used as the region to find similar colors using this technique. This not only
helps with varying illuminations in the scene but also helps with image segmentation
at night where color information is limited. We refer to the masked excess green
image as imroi.
After preprocessing the base and obtaining imroi, active contour can be applied
using the seed. Finally, the largest connected component that overlaps with the seed
is chosen as the segmented result. Fig. 3.6 shows an example for the workflow of
HAST .
Figure 3.6: Approach of Hierarchical Adaptive Segmentation Thresholding (HAST)
demonstrated using an example
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3.2.4 Day based segmentation
Day time images are significantly different from night time images assuming that
images are taken in natural light conditions (without any external lights). Even
though image at night can be captured by higher exposure time, it lacks the color
information. During day time, the color information can be used for segmentation and
helps confidently determine the presence of plant in the scene. If no information about
history segment is available, then we use color segmentation. Fig. 3.7 demonstrates
this approach. This segmentation is then checked for spatial consistency and if it is
spatially consistent then we update the history.
Figure 3.7: Approach used for segmentation during day time
3.2.5 Night based segmentation
During the night time, the algorithm relies on HAST . If history segment is present
then we use it as the seed for the HAST , else we wait till day to get the segmentation
using color thresholding. Fig. 3.8 demonstrates this approach. If the segmentation
obtained at night is spatially consistent then we update the history.
Algorithm 2 summarizes the overall approach to segment a plant in an image It
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Figure 3.8: Approach used for segmentation during night time
3.3 Spatial consistency checks
Spatial consistency, η, is a series of checks to determine if the segmented result ob-
tained is consistent with the history segments. A plant cannot change its location in a
given scene given that neither the arrangement or camera are remain unchanged. We
leverage this information to determine the goodness of the segmentation. Although
a plant cannot completely move from its position, it can rotate and shirk as we use
the image sequence in reverse chronological order.
A heatmap is generated using spatially overlapping plant segments. We use
heatmap to conform the plant segment spatially. A moving window was also in-
troduced to countdown on the number of failed segmentations. Fig. 3.9 shows the
overall approach to determine spatial consistency.
3.3.1 Heatmap evaluation
We record segmentation result for each successful segmentation in the image sequence
in the form of a heatmap. Hence it is the sum of Pk, Pk−1, ..., Pt+1, where all the
segments are spatially consistent and (k > k− 1 > t+ 1). The intent is to obtain the
location of emergence as that region would be the densest region due to repetitive
addition to the heatmap. Fig. 3.10c shows the heatmap of the segmentation for plant
in Fig. 3.10a to Fig. 3.10b. We can observe that the plant structure and movement
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Figure 3.9: Workflow to check spatial consistency of a plant segment Pt obtained
from segmentation
(rotation) can be seen in the heatmap. We can also determine the base of the plant,
hence locating where the plant emerged due to the strong weight in heatmap.
(a) Image at time n in the im-
age sequence
(b) Image where emergence
event was classified
(c) Heatmap of the image se-
quence I
Figure 3.10: Example heatmap generated during the image sequence I
Fig. 3.11 shows the rotation in plant at different times and its heatmap. Along
with heatmap, we also use area of the plant to reduce the noise caused by soil in the
segmentation. 3.11a, 3.11b, 3.11c show rotation in plant and Fig. 3.11d, 3.11e, 3.11f
are its respective heatmaps.
We use a moving window to store number of successful and unsuccessful segmen-
tations and update it depending of the overlap with heatmap. Fig. 3.12 demonstrates
the use of fail window.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 3.11: Observing rotation in plant using heatmap
3.3.2 Validations to determine presence of plant
We assume that the segmentation will not fail majority of time in Ω hours, if it does
then we stop the tracking and return an emergence time. Failing of segmentation
here means that segmentation cannot find any plant segment or the obtained plant
segment is not spatially consistent with the heatmap. We do not count spatially
inconsistent segments at night towards the fail counter due to the limited information
present during night, however these segmentations also do not towards the emergence
time. These checks are essential to prevent tracking of soil particle around the plant
with high brightness or specular reflection. It is also required when the plant doesn't
emerge. These checks are stored in form of a failing window. The window records the
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number of failed segmentations in last Ω hours and this count is referred as ω. Fig.
3.12 shows the working of updating the fail window and history segment.
Figure 3.12: Validations to determine presence of plant by counting number of failed
segmentations
3.4 Optical Flow
Another indicator of plant emergence is the movement in soil caused due to emergence
of plant. Since the plant is not very green when it emerges, optical flow around the
plant acts as an early indicator for plant emergence. The amount of movement is likely
to vary depending on the type of soil and the depth at which the plant was sowed.
Hence, we localize the approach to individually analyze each plant and measure the
motion caused by emergence of that plant. We propose a heatmap based approach
to conform and classify the motion caused due to the motion observed because of
emergence. Assumption that only the location of emergence demonstrates motion
over time was made while devising this approach.
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We aim to determine the spatial location of the plant in the scene along with the
time of emergence by observing motion. Since the region where the plant will emerge
will be significantly small compared to the soil in the scene, it is challenging to detect
and classify the motion due to emergence. Illumination and shakes in camera also
pose challenges in segmenting of the interested optical flow regions and we address
them in the following subsections.
The sequence of images, represented by I1, I2, .., In (n > 1) are images obtained
in increasing order of time and It represents image taken at time `t'. Plant segment
Pt for It can be obtained using the segmentation techniques mentioned in 3.2. Unlike
HAST, in this approach an increasing chronological order of images is used i.e., It to
In where t < n, since the algorithm is capable of determining the emergence without
any prior information about the location of the plant. The overall approach consists
of three parts, selecting a subsequence, finding motion and creating heatmap to find
the location of emergenceη and time of emergence τ .
Part of the image sequence It, It+1, .., I t+x (x > 0) is selected to find movement
of objects in the selected subsequence. A moving window of constant size is selected
with origin at i,j. As shown in Fig. 3.13, the window Wt is selected at the same
origin (i,j) for each image in the selected subsequence. Thus creating a sequence of
images from the cropped windows denoted by Mt, t+x. The obtained sequence Mt,t+x is
used to find moving objects using optical flow techniques. The window is then offset
by `c' and a new windowed-subsequence is generated and this process is repeated
until the whole image is covered. The significance of dividing the image into smaller
windows is to overcome ghost movement detected due to variation in illumination and
instability of the camera causing shakes. An overlap of all the regions where motion
is detected provides a intensity heatmap displaying the regions where movement is
detected repeatedly.
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Figure 3.13: Selection of window in sequence of images to detect motion in it
Traditional optical flow methods with post processing were selected to detect
moving objects in the selected subsequenceM and Fig. 3.14 demonstrates the overall
approach to determine regions of motions from it. Horn-Shnuck optical flow method is
applied over the sequence M to obtain the motion vectors V. To remove noise caused
due to motion with small magnitude, thresholding is performed. Thresholding is
done using a running a mean of the magitude of velocities over time. A binary
feature image containing the blobs of moving objects is created from the thresholded
motion vectors V ′. Median filtering is applied as a post processing step to remove
scattered noise. Finally, bounding boxes `bb' are constructed around the blobs that
demonstrate motion in the sequence M.
An overlap of the bounding boxes `bb' obtained for each windowed subsequence at
origin i,j is merged to create an intensity heatmap Rt. Rt represents the intensity of
regions where repeated motion is detected at an instance in time `t'. Another heatmap
is created using R1,R2,.., Rn to determine the spatial location η of plant. This is done
by choosing the densest region with maximum intensity. This eliminates motion
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Figure 3.14: Process demonstrating detection of moving objects in a sequence of
images
caused by small changes in the soil and variation in illumination at infrequent times,
as location where the plant emerges shows movement consistently after emergence.
Using the spatial location of the plant, η, the earliest `t' in R1,R2,.., Rn is determined
where motion is observed in Rt, thus obtaining the time of emergence τ .
3.5 Time complexity
Given n images in the image sequence I, the worst case time complexity is O(n).
This occurs when processing is done for the whole image sequence.
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Algorithm 2 findPlantSegment: Find plant segment for an image taken at time
\lq t\rq
1: Let :
 It be the image at time t in which plant has to be segmented
 Pt+1 be the history segmentation
2: Determine:
 Pt = Plant segment in the image It
3: Determine if the image was taken during day time
4: if isDay(t) == true then
5: if Pt+1 == φ then
6: History segment is not available, use color based segmentation
Pt = colorBasedSegmentation(It)
7: else
8: Use tracking
Pt = HAST (It, Pt+1)
9: end if
10: else
11: if Pt+1 == φ then
12: Wait for day
Pt = φ
13: else
14: Use tracking
Pt = HAST (It, Pt+1)
15: end if
16: end if
17: return Pt
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Chapter 4
Datasets
The datasets used for the experimentations were grown at the Beadle Center Green-
house, UNL (40° 49' 9.4728 N, 96° 41' 35.5416 W). These datasets are sequence of
images taken at regular time interval n. Table. 4.1 shows the imaging details and the
time interval images were captured.
Table 4.1: Imaging parameters used in the experiments
Experiment Imaging period Imaging scale Resolution HDR Pixels Per
MM
1 1st June'16 15:24 
7th June 10:23
2 mins 5184 x 3456 Yes 18
2 3rd Sept'16 18:51 
6th Sept'16 18:43
5 mins 5184 x 3456 Yes 29
We have used different genotypes over different experiments to observe their effect
on the phenotype emergence time Table. 4.2 describes the number of seeds planted
in each experiment along with the genotype use and number of seeds that successfully
emerged in the imaging period.
The setup of each of the experiment is described in further sections. The equip-
ment used in our experiments is shown in Table. 4.3
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Table 4.2: Plant parameters used in the experiments
Experiment Species (Genotype) Seeds
planted
Germination
rate
Environmental
conditions
1 Maize (B73) 9 6/9 Natural Light
Conditions
2 Foxtail Millet (Yugu-1) 96 52/96 Natural Light
Conditions
Table 4.3: Equipment used for experiments
Camera Canon Rebel T3i, Canon Rebel T5
Lens 15  50 mm
SD Card Class 10, UHS-3
Timer External Wired Timer
Misc Diffuser Box
4.1 Experiment 1
In this experiment we planted 9 Maize seeds of B73 genotype. These plants were
imaged for 6.5 days (1st June'16 15:24  7th June 10:23). Germination was observed
in 6 seeds. All the seeds were placed with radicle end of the seed was planted towards
the soil and hence the shoot end was pointing upwards. Fig. 4.1 shows the radicle
end of the seed.
Figure 4.1: Germinating seed to show the radicle end of the seed
These plants were watered using a reverse osmosis using a watering tray below
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the setup and hence no soil movement must be observed due watering.
4.1.1 Experimental Setup
These images were captured in natural light conditions without any aid of diffuser.
Lack of the diffuser box captured shadows. Images were captured at different expo-
sures (-2, 0, 2) to create HDR images from them. The aim of the HDR images was to
provide consistent brightness along with reduced shadows. Due to the high exposure,
we were able to capture images even at night. The images were captured every two
minutes. A color reference sheet also was placed next to the pots to adjust color if
needed. This sheet had three partitions, each one containing absolute color of the
RGB spectrum. As seen in Fig. 4.2, the camera was mounted in top view position
but instead of fixing the camera directly above the plants, it was positioned at an
angle.
Figure 4.2: Image showing camera mounted at an angle in the top view
Fig. 4.3 shows an image from the dataset after HDR processing. A cent is placed
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in the image to scale the image to real world measurements. As observed a sheet
with Red, Green and Blue colors is placed on side of the tray to measure the relative
illumination change for each of the RGB layer.
Figure 4.3: Image from the dataset for Experiment 1 after HDR processing
4.2 Experiment 2
In this experiment we sowed 96 seeds of Foxtail Millet using the genotype Yugu-1.
These seeds were imaged for 3 days (3rd Sept'16 18:51  6th Sept'16 18:43) at 5 min
intervals. Emergence was observed in 52 seeds.
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4.2.1 Experimental Setup
These seeds were sowed in 1 ml pipette tips of 7.5 mm diameter. These were sowed
at equal depths of 10.5 cms. These seeds were watered by reverse osmosis using the
tray provided with the pipettes. A diffuser box was used to reduce the shadows.
Images were captured at different exposures (-2, 0, 2) to create HDR images from
them. The aim of the HDR images was to provide consistent brightness along with
reduced shadows. Due to the high exposure, we were able to observe things even at
night. The images were captured at every five mins. The camera was mounted in top
view position directly above the plants using a tripod extender. Fig. 4.4 shows the
setup of the camera along with the diffuser box.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.4: Imaging setup using the diffuser box
Fig. 4.5 shows the last image in this experiment's dataset as a sample image from
the dataset. A quarter (right) is placed on the tray to map the image to real world
measurements. Another quarter seen in left of the image is placed to measure the
height of the pipettes tips.
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Figure 4.5: Image from the dataset for Experiment 2 after HDR processing
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Chapter 5
Implementation and Results
5.1 Implementation
The algorithm was implemented using MATLAB R2016a. Algorithm was imple-
mented to determine emergence for multiple plants in an image by separating each
plant and finding its emergence time. Hence, spatial location of each plant had to be
determine given a sequence of image. We assume that n plants are present in the last
image of the image sequence. This spatial distribution of n plants can be termed as
S.
5.1.1 Computation of spatial distribution
Computation of spatial distribution for a plant is to separate the plant from other
plants in a scene S. Depending on the density of distribution of plants in the scene,
their locations can be computed two different approaches, using plant location or
using pot location. In a scene which is densely populated with plants, segmentation
using the pot reduces the capture of multiple plants in Sn. Other approach is to
determine the green regions in the scene and separate each of them in a plant-site Sn.
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Fig. 5.1 represents segmentation using pots.
Computation of the distribution using pots require user interaction to affirm the
location of the pots. We segmented our pots using the two-stage Hough transform
[24] to find circles. Circle finding algorithm requires approximate size of the pot to
find the circle. This was known easily as the real-world measurement of the pots and
pixel to mm ratio was a part of the dataset. Each segmented pot is a plant-site on
which segmentation is performed.
Computation of the distribution computes the change from the scene at the given
time to the first scene in the image sequence. The first scene of the image sequence
is assumed to have no plants as the image capture starts before germination. After
determining the change in the scene, ΔS, we then perform thresholding on the excess
green channel of ΔS. Excess green channel is the formula and it enhances the green
regions in the image. Otsu's threshold [25] is used to separate the enhanced green
region in the image from the soil. Otsu's thresholding labels each pixel in the image
into k user defined bins depending on the intensity at the pixel. We chose to label
the image using 3 bins.
We use the values shown in Table 5.1 for the HSV color thresholder. These were
chosen by observation on few plants.
Table 5.1: HSV threshold values chosen for the analysis
Channel Minimum Maximum
Hue 0.14 0.45
Saturation 0.22 1.00
Value 0.17 1.00
Other default parameters we used include the minimum overlap with heatmap set
to 80%, minimum size of the plant set to 1mm2 & 0.25mm2 for experiment 1 & 2
respectively, and fail window to be 1-hour long.
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Figure 5.1: Visualization of spatial distribution of plants
5.1.2 Performance
The algorithm took 8 secs to find a plant segment in an image on a 2.3 GHz machine
with Intel i5 Skylake processor consisting of 8 GB of RAM and having storage as SSD.
Similar performance was observed on both the operating systems used, Windows 10
and Kubuntu. The algorithm was implemented to be completely parallelized and to
run on multiple cores of a machine. Localizing each plant and finding its segments
separately is an advantage as emergence times for all n plants can be computed in
parallel. This reduces the time taken to complete the computation for all n plants by
n times, excluding the time to schedule the jobs and attain the workers.
5.2 Results and evaluation
The algorithm was tested on both the datasets discussed in the earlier chapter. All
seeds from Experiment 1 were considered for analysis and 67 seeds from Experiment
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2. 29 pipettes were excluded as more than one plant was emerged in a pipette,
neighboring plants intervention into the images or due to other imaging artifacts.
Emergence rate in the experiment 1 and experiment 2 was observed to be 6/9 and
35/67 respectively.
Ground truth for both the datasets was obtained manually by observation through
images. The ground was recorded in the form of a timestamp. Aim while determining
the ground truth was record the time when plant can be first observed above the soil.
There can be 1% of error in determining the ground truth manually.
The output of the algorithm is the estimated emergence time for each plant. We
also produce plant segmentation results for every image in the input image sequence.
Fig. 5.2 shows the results for segmentation for different times in the image sequence.
Figure 5.2: Segmentation results at different times to track plant till emergence
HAST is an adaptive algorithm and the segmentation improves with inheritance
from the history segments. It performs better that color thresholding algorithms
under natural light conditions and when plant has different shades of green due to
curling of leaves. Fig. shows the series of segmentations at different time of the day
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using HSV color thresholder and fig. shows the segmentation results by HAST for
the same plant at the same times.
(a) Segmentation results using color thresholding
(b) Segmentation results using HAST with color thresholder
Figure 5.3: Comparison of segmentation results using color thresholder and HAST
5.2.1 Analysis of emergence events
Precision recall analysis on both the experiments was performed to classify if algo-
rithm correctly determines the emergence event i.e. that the plant emerged in the
image sequence. The results obtained for precision-recall are shown in the Table 5.2
Table 5.2: Precision and recall for analysis of emergence events
Experiment Precision Recall
1 100% 100%
2 87% 97%
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5.2.2 Analysis of emergence time
We have divided this analysis into three types, overall accuracy, day time accuracy
and night time accuracy. Since segmenting the plant at night is a different and harder
than segmenting it at day time. Day was considered to be from 7:30 AM to 7:30 PM
and rest of it was considered as night. We will discuss the results for this section by
combining results from both the experiments.
Total number of plants considered for the analysis are 40. From the Fig. 5.4 , we
can observe that for 70% of the plants the algorithm determined the emergence time
within 4 hours of the ground truth and within 10 hours for 95% of the plants.
Figure 5.4: Overall error in determining the emergence time
Fig. 5.5 shows that algorithm scored 78% accuracy in determining emergence time
under 4 hours during the day and 92% accuracy for under 6 hours. Fig. 5.6 shows
that algorithm scored 50% accuracy in determining emergence time under 2 hours
during the night. The case where algorithm couldn't perform well is discussed in the
next section.
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Figure 5.5: Overall error in determining the emergence time during day
Figure 5.6: Overall error in determining the emergence time during night
5.3 Discussion
Using HAST, we were able not only able to detect its emergence time accurately but
also were able to segment it perfectly through both day and night. Fig. 5.7a the
segmentation starts using color thresholder which acts as seed for HAST. As shown
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in Fig. 5.7b , after 4 hours of tracking, HAST find the adapts to the spatial location
of the plant and completely segments it. Fig.5.7c, Fig.5.7d, Fig.5.7e and Fig.5.7f
show its segmentation at different times as it tracks the plant till emergence. This is
possible due to the amount of hierarchical data present in HAST and the heatmap.
Segmenting the plant when its first leaf is fully extended and availability of data at 2
min interval improves the approach's accuracy.
(a) Beginning of HAST using
segmentation from color thresh-
older
(b) Segmentation result after 4
hours of tracking using HAST
(c) Segmentation result after 16
hours of tracking using HAST
(d) Segmentation result after 28
hours of tracking using HAST
(e) Segmentation result after 40
hours of tracking using HAST
(f) Emergence event for the plant
Figure 5.7: Segmentation results to demonstrate adaptiveness of HAST
When the last image in increasing chronology of image sequence doesn't have a
plant with fully extended first leaf or plant is not big enough and separation between
coleoptile and first leaf is significant the color thresholder fails to segment the plant
completely. This causes a chain reaction which might lead the overall segmentation
to fail. Fig. 5.8a demonstrates one such case where initial segmentation using color
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thresholder failed to segment the complete plant and HAST couldn't completely adapt
to it due to the high thresholds set of spatial conformity along with size of the plant
being small. The spatial conformity classifies the segmentation as bad segmentation
when HAST tries to include the coleoptile portion as the heatmap has no information
about the coleoptile region. Fig. 5.8b shows that segmentation of the same plant
succeeded by lowering the overlap threshold to 50% as the partial overlap counts as
a successful case.
(a) Segmentation results with minimum overlap threshold set as 80%
(b) Segmentation results with minimum overlap threshold set as 50%
Figure 5.8: Comparison of segmentation at different thresholds and analysis of failed
segmentation result
Color thresholds for a plant must be localized as plant have different shade of green
depending on their growth stage in their life cycle. This could be done by building
a classifier which learns color information from the spatially consistent segments.
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Overall segmentation can be a multi-pass approach where failed segments are re-
segmented in the subsequent passes based on the color information classifier has
learned about the plant.
Another way to improve the segmentation results and re-segment the failed seg-
ments are by identifying them using their spatial locations. This is helpful to improve
the segmentation at night as color information is limited during that time. Fig. 5.9
shows the centroids of all the segmentations for a plant on its heatmap. It also has
them divided them into clusters using k-means clustering with two bins.
Figure 5.9: Classification of centroid of segmented images in 2 bins to detect incor-
rectly segmented images
Rate of growth of plant also could be analyzed after removing the partially seg-
mented images. Fig. 5.10 shows the rate of growth of a plant shown in Fig. 5.7.
5.3.1 Guidelines for image acquisition using low-cost setup
Equipment and setup: It is recommended to use to a high resolution camera along
with a tripod, DSLR suit best for the purpose. The parameters needed to consider
while buying a DSLR are resolution and shutter life. Time-lapse imagery over a
period of several days can deteriorate the shutter life quickly. The average shutter
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Figure 5.10: Rate of growth of plant after emergence
life of camera between 50,000  100,000 shots before you need to replace the shutter.
Depending on the features, if a low end DSLR satisfies all the requirements then it
is recommended to go with it as the cost of replacement is relatively high and it is
more economical to replace the camera instead of the shutter. However, this analysis
is relative to the cost of camera at this time. We wanted to highlight the importance
of shutter life. Several time-lapse video cameras can be used but they provide less
control over features like HDR. Further discussion about the equipment is based on
the assumption that the camera chosen was a DSLR. Tripod is recommended for
time-lapse imagery to avoid movement and shakes in the camera. If the images need
to be taken from top-view, then its recommended to use a tripod extender. A class 10
high speed SD card to class 3 ultra-high speed SD card is recommended as SD card
can corrupt with consecutive saves. A raspberry pi or a computer can be connected to
the camera to capture images using it. This helps to store images on another media
apart from the SD card and also provides freedom to upload the data or preprocess
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it. But accessing files from another device makes the photo capture very slow and is
not recommended for short-interval timelapse imagery.
HDR: The aim of using HDR photography is to reduce shadows or extra light and
obtain consistent photos over time. To create a HDR, photos need to be captured
at multiple exposures. In DSLRs, the exposure options range from -5 to 5 and you
have to choose three exposure values. Depending on the camera, you can choose up
to five exposure values. These are usually equally spaced, example, three exposure
values would be -2, 0, 2 where -2 is the under exposed image, 0 is the image without
any exposure change and 2 is over exposed image. These images can be merged
to create an HDR. To visualize the HDR file, it has to be tonemapped. There are
several algorithms to tonemap an HDR image and each algorithm has a different
result. There are several tools which can be used to tonemap an HDR image, we
chose `luminance-hdr' because of it being open-source and its ability to run from
command line. The advantage of using the command line is that it provides a way to
automate batch creation of HDR and allows to create HDR images using distributed
computing.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
We conclude that the process of detecting germination can be automated and precision
upto an hour can be obtained depending on the experimental setup. Emergence can
be detected at night using high exposure and without the aid of external light source.
The approach should work for any plant that is green.
Using the segmentation results, a self-learning classifier can be trained to differen-
tiate soil from plant. Texture could be also be used as a feature to train the classifier.
Clustering could be performed based on the color change in the plant to label first
leaf of the plant distinctly from the coleoptile. This classifier could also help in de-
termining real time processing of images as it already has the information to classify
plant from the soil. A moving window based approach could be used to monitor the
soil for plant emergence.
The segmentation data obtained while computing the phenotype emergence time
could also be used to study the change in color of the coleoptile. HAST could also
be tested to determine its performance when using forward chronology of image i.e.,
to track the growth of plant as the plant size increases. This could help analyze the
plant growth from emergence to the first leaf stage. Combining the analysis with
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the side view of plant could help generate other phenotypes for early stages of plant
growth.
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